AB Examined major trends in interbehavioral psychology through articles published in the 33 volumes of The Psychological Record between 1937 and 1983. Results suggest that interbehaviorism evolved over a period of history in theoretical and experimental disciplines of science. Comparisons between interbehavioral and noninterbehavioral articles reveal that interdisciplinary philosophy (historical and synthetical) was present in more volumes than experimental interbehavioral research. Comparisons between experimental and theoretical articles in interbehaviorism indicate that experimental articles concerned stimulus and response functions, multiple causation of behavior within a systems approach, reactional biography, and culturalization. Theory articles attempted to clarify technical, philosophical, or socially controversial points regarding naturalism and traditional branches of psychology. Examination of articles from The Psychological Record and articles and books published elsewhere during the last 10 yrs indicates that systems analysis and clinical treatment abound in the research potential of interbehaviorism. Annotations of the experimental and theoretical articles with interbehavioral content are provided.